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Buyer’s Edge
SOUTHERN MADE

Atlanta designer makes
fun, functional furniture
By Linda Jerkins
For the AJC

Table talk
In his Westside Atlanta studio, Skylar Morgan designs
warm yet modern furniture for
homes and commercial spaces.
Originally from Montana, Morgan moved his company to Atlanta 10 years ago.
At Skylar Morgan Furniture +
Designs, there are two divisions.
One is devoted to building highend, custom furnishings. His
work can be found in various Atlanta-area restaurants, including The Optimist and the Barcelona wine bar.
The company’s other division
makes playful, multifunctional
pieces, such as the coffee table
(pictured). Made of walnut and
reclaimed oak beam, the one-ofa-kind table ranges from $1,200
to $4,500, depending on the
size and materials. Other custom pieces include side tables
($375), console tables ($1,200)
and dining tables ($5,000). For
information: www.skylarmorg
anfurniture.com or www.smfd.com. For an appointment,
write: info@smf-d.com

Skylar Morgan Furniture and Designs’ one-of-a-kind coffee table ranges between $1,200 and $4,500. LOUIS CAHILL PHOTOGRAPHY

Bag it in style

Haute pots

Betty Johnson got hooked on
knitting at an early age in Houston — and she hasn’t stopped.
When she first moved to
Dahlonega 20 years ago, Johnson started hand-spinning her
own yarn. She made felted hats
and knitted wool scarves. Then
Johnson decided to design a
line of chic purses in her home
studio.
The purses, simply designed
and rich in colors, are crocheted and then felted. They
are lined with exquisite fabric
and feature pockets, a key holder and a mirror with a crown.
Johnson worked with a leather company in Ohio to produce
her raised leather, bridle handles.
With some leftover leather, she branded a tag with her
trademarked sheep logo to
hang on the purse handles. The
attention to all the details adds
a big wow factor.
While the black and brown
combination purse (pictured)
is the top seller, there are other colors, including tan, black

In 2005, Paul Weller moved
to Asheville, N.C., to work as a
silversmith with a small company. Last year, he went solo
and started Aeropablo Designs,
which makes modern and functional tableware.
Inspired by the aeronautical
design of the 1940s, the Spitfire
teapot ($500) is a best-seller.
It features a swiveling lid and a
stay-cool handle.
Made of stainless steel, the
teapot is available with an accent of vintage suiting, including gray pinstripe, blue stripe
and brown. It also can be ordered in an all-metal polishedsatin finish. A matching cream
and sugar set is $250.
A new addition to Weller’s
collection is the 1-liter Bubble Pitcher ($400). The pitcher’s sleek, double-walled construction features Weller’s popular bubble design on the outside and a drip-free spout with
an ice guard for easy pouring.
Use it to serve water at the table or for mixing cocktails. Visit
www.aeropablodesigns.com

APP REVIEW

Jift combines
Facebook,
Google+ on
your iPhone
ByAdam Dachis
Lifehacker.com

Using more than one social
network gets a little frustrating
when you’re often switching between sites to keep up on everything. Jift for iOS takes two of
the most popular, Facebook and
Google+, and combines them into one app.
Jift works just how you’d expect: you log into both accounts
and the app shows you notifications, photos, news feeds,
friends, and your profile as if it
were a single social network.
Each item has a small blue (Facebook) or red (Google+) highlight
to let you know which network
a particular item belongs to. The
downside to using a convenience
app like Jift is that it gains access
to your account information.
Logins aren’t handled via OAuth
and using Facebook with Jift requires approving a Facebook app
that has access to absolutely everything in your account. Jift is
available for free on the iTunes
App Store.

and a sporty red and tan. Purses range from $125 to $175.
Find the purses at
www.royalfleecery.com or
in Dahlonega at the Carriage
House Shoppes.

BEST OF THE SOUTH

Do you have favorite ﬁnds from
across the South that you give as
gifts, buy for your home or rave
about to friends? If so, please share

them with us. Send suggestions
to: ljerkins@bellsouth.net. In the
subject line, write Southern Made.
Include your name and a contact
number.

Where can I ﬁnd it?
$2.19 at Bed Bath and Beyond,
130 Perimeter Center West,
Atlanta, 770-673-0171.

By Sabine Morrow
sabinem.morrow@gmail.com

Q: While I am not a fan of
fruitcake, my father, who
lives in another state, loves
it. I heard about a bakery
somewhere in the South that
helps battered women and
it’s supposed to make the
best fruitcakes without any of
the preservatives you find in
most cakes. I’ve had no luck
tracking it down and would
appreciate your help so that
I can send my father one of
these cakes while helping out
a good cause. Thank you. —
Irene Berg, Atlanta
A: Irene, it sounds as if you’re
talking about Women Helping
Other Women, a non-profit
bakery in Yancey County,
North Carolina, that serves up
a wide array of baked goods
prepared by women from the
Domestic Violence Center
and other shelters. The highly
touted products include
dry mixes, dips, nuts and
cakes. You’ll find the awardwinning berries, cherries and
nuts cake loaded with sour
cherries, dried blueberries,
cranberries and English
walnuts. A 1-pound cake
sells for $11.95. You also can
select larger sizes. You might
also consider the cranberryorange-walnut cake, the
chocolate-berries cake or the
white chocolate-covered cake

Q: I am looking for bubble

Berries Cherries and Nuts cake
from Women Helping Other
Women. CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS

balls made with the various
fruitcakes. These handmade
goods are prepared without
preservatives, and shipped all
over the world. You can call
828-284-4628 or order online at
www.whowomen.com.

Q: I know I can order this

through the Internet, but is
there a local store that sells
Nando’s Peri-Peri sauce in
the extra hot flavor? I have
not been able to find this
and it’s excellent served with
seafood and chicken. And my
husband loves it over pork
chops. Please help. — Dorrie
Samden, Decatur
A: Dorrie, this South African
hot sauce is loaded with
chilies, including African birds
eye, serrano and cayenne, and
also comes spiked with a dose
of lemon, garlic and vinegar.

Basis All Clear bar soap is made
with glycerin.

You’ll have no trouble finding
the extra hot version on aisle 7
in the British foods section at
Publix, 2155 N. Decatur Road,
Decatur, 404-638-6015. A 4.7ounce bottle sells for $3.83.

Q: Do you know where I

could buy Basis All Clear bar
soap? I used to buy it at the
Ulta in Dunwoody, but they
do not carry it any more and
I have not seen it any place
else. — Kathryn Whitbourne,
Dunwoody
A: I found Basis bar soap for

lights for our Christmas tree.
We always had them when
I was a kid, and my wife
loved them as a child. I have
found the lights in the past
at Walmart, but they don’t
carry them in the retail stores
anymore. Is there anywhere
close by that has them? — Don
Nahser, Alpharetta
A: These festive and nostalgic
Christmas tree lights are
available at Alpharetta Ace
Hardware, 10955 Jones Bridge
Road, Johns Creek, 770-4425030. You’ll find Celebrations
set of seven lights for $11.99.
Those interested in the
mini bubble lights can find
Sterling 10-light set for $7.93
at Richard’s Variety Store, 931
Monroe Drive, Atlanta, 404879-9877.
Having trouble ﬁnding a particular
item? We’ll try to help you locate it.
Because of the volume of mail, we
cannot track down every request.
Write to us at Buyer’s Edge Find It,
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution,
223 Perimeter Center Parkway
N.E., Atlanta, GA 30346; email
sabinem.morrow@gmail.com
(include your name, the city you live
in and a daytime phone number); or
call 404-526-7205.
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Flames
get fresh
look
Fireplaces remain a focal
point in a room for gathering
or arranging furniture and
homeowners are taking
advantage of the opportunity
to redesign the warmest
feature of a room. G4

CONTRIBUTED / REGENCY FIREPLACE PRODUCTS
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Give old
fireplace
a new
glow
By Linda Jerkins For the AJC

Last year, Diane and Jeffrey Miner revived an old
flame: They updated the fireplace in their Sandy
Springs home.
For help, the Miners turned to contractor Tom
Nunn, who had overseen other indoor and outdoor projects at their home. The red brick on the
traditional fireplace was removed and replaced
with dark Emperador marble tiles. The hearth was
extended and curved before being covered with a
solid slab of Emperador marble. » Continued on
the next page

The red brick around the wood-burning ﬁreplace was replaced with dark Emperador marble tiles in various
patterns. Covered with a solid slab of Emperador marble, the hearth was curved and lengthened. A new TV
and sound bars were mounted above the new mantle. CONTRIBUTED BY JEFF MINER

Continued from the previous page

As a final touch, a new flat
screen TV that Diane won at
work was installed above the
new mantel.
“Originally, I only wanted a new mantel,” said Diane.
“But the new fireplace gave the
room an entirely new look.”
Though we no longer count
on fireplaces to provide heat
and light in our homes, fireplaces remain a focal point in a
room for a gathering or arranging the furniture. And if you
plan to remodel, a fireplace is a
design opportunity.
“There are many ways to update a fireplace,” said John
Crouch, a spokesman for the
Hearth, Patio and Barbecue
Association (HPBA), a trade
group. “But one of the easiest is
with paint or by adding a new
mantel.”
If you want to give a fresh
look to your old fireplace, consider these tips and trends from
Regency Fireplace Products of
Canada and the Virginia-based
HPBA.

The empty space in
this three-story Vinings
home was transformed
into a media room by
Atlanta-based BAK Designs. The contemporary ﬁreplace is framed
with white carrara
marble. Rather than
wood, the ﬁreplace
uses denatured alcohol
as a fuel source. CONTRIBUTED BY BAK DESIGNS

Materials

Keep it. If you live in an older
home, the fireplace may have
its original brick or brick and
wood surround. If it fits with
the house or apartment, you
may want to keep it.
Customize it. If you don’t like
the fireplace or want a fresh
look, choose a custom surround in concrete or natural
stone, such as marble and travertine. Other popular choices
include fieldstone (or budgetfriendly faux fieldstone), stone
slabs, mosaic tiles or a metal,
liked stainless steel or brushed
bronze.

Fueling the fire

Fireplace fuel sources include wood, natural gas, pellets
and denatured alcohol, which
is used in contemporary fireplaces. Today, 69 percent of
fireplaces sold are gas-fueled.

Design trends

● Clean face units that feature a
large glass viewing area within
a clean frame.
● Sleek, modern fireplaces. The

The contemporary gas
ﬁreplace works well in
a medium-size living
space. Add a tasteful
surround in a variety
of modern ﬁnishes or
enjoy a clean ﬁnish
with no louvers or
faceplates. Vibrant
crystals or spa stones
replace traditional
logs. CONTRIBUTED BY
REGENCY FIREPLACE
PRODUCTS
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Clockwise from left: Perfect
for a high-efficiency upgrade
to any existing ﬁreplace, this
gas insert combines modern
style with rustic appeal. The
realistic logs offer a beautiful
ﬂame on a glowing ceramic
ember bed. Styled for modern
living spaces, the large gas
ﬁreplace features an insert
that allows ﬁnishing materials
to be installed right up to the
ﬁreplace’s edges for a clean
look. Adjust heat and ﬂames
with a remote. Bryan and
DeLancy Hutchinson of Sandy
Springs removed a huge, stone
ﬁreplace that jutted into the
kitchen when they remodeled
last fall. cONTRIBUTED PHOTOS /
REGENCY FIRE PRODUCTS

Continued from the previous page

linear or wide-screen fireplace
is especially popular in media
rooms that feature flat screen
TVs.
● Colored glass crystals or river
stones used in the fire bed. The
crystals produce a shimmering
reflective quality, like jewelry.
The stones add a natural
element to the space.
● Fireplaces that run from
floor to ceiling turn the entire
wall into a design element.
Without a mantel, the firebox
floats inside the stone (or other
material), like artwork.
● Eliminating a protruding
hearth can free up floor space.
● Homeowners who prefer a
classic log set are requesting

more authentic details, such as
burning embers and realisticlooking logs. Before you buy,
visit a showroom to see the
variety of live-burning units,
said Rachel Romaniuk, a
spokeswoman at Regency.

Simple updates

If your fireplace is nonfunctioning or decorative,
consider these simple fireplace
updates from houzz.com.
Paint. Try a coat or two of
white or charcoal gray paint.
Or go for a fun or bold color
to make a statement. Brick
often looks better painted in
a slightly glossy finish, which
highlights its detail better

than a matte one and makes
it easier to clean. A white
fireplace works with any color
walls. Also consider painting
the inside of the fireplace with
black, fire-proof paint to cover
old brick.
Screen it. A screen serves
as a piece of art and covers
the black hole of an empty
fireplace. Choose a spark
screen that can match the style
of your room or add something
unexpected. Or get creative.
Use a sculptural or decorative
screen, piece of art or a mirror.
A simple fix? Camouflage the
opening with a table.
Get the glow. Arrange
candle pillars in varying

heights in the firebox. Candles
create a feeling of warmth.
Log on. Place birch logs
with their white bark in a
uniform and symmetrical
stack.
Accessorize. Fill the e mpty
spot with a large vase or plant.

Terms

Fireplaces. Traditional
fireplaces consist of the
firebox, where the fire burns.
It also includes the chimney or
flue, which takes the gases and
smoke up and out of the room.
Hearth. The hearth is the
floor of a fireplace, usually
extending into a room and
paved with brick, stone or

cement.
Inserts. A fireplace insert
installs into an existing
fireplace, masonry or factorybuilt. Inserts burn wood,
natural gas, pellets or run on
electricity.
Mantel. Made of stone or
wood, a mantel is a shelf over a
fireplace often used for family
photos or decorative objects.
Many modern fireplaces are
mantel-less.
Stoves. Freestanding stoves
are a versatile and fuel-efficient
hearth product. They can be
made from cast iron, steel
or stone and come in a wide
selection of sizes and styles.

